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INTRODUCTION
Mount Kilimanjaro, setting of the prestigious Kilimanjaro Annual Inter

national Skiing Tournament. You've fought your way through twelve gruel
ing downhill slopes and two devilishly difficult slalom courses, both laced
with moguls, ice hazards, jumps, gates, and associated spills. Now you face
the ultimate. A slope that inspires more fear than all the others combined.
Butterflies flutter in your stomach, sweat builds on your forehead, your teeth
lock in place as you look down Ohh La La, the 15th slope and the Tourna
ment. It's all or nothing.

SKI CRAZED brings the best of the Alps and the mountains of North
America to your computer. Stunning views and hair-raising stunts come to
you without the lift lines, prices, cold, pain, and aggravation of real moun
tains. The magicians at Baudville and J.A.M. Software have even designed
a slope creator so you can play Mother Nature and build new slopes for
yourself and your friends.

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
Apple lies Apple lie, Apple lie, Apple II+ or compatible with at least 64K.
One 51/4 inch disk drive.
A joystick.

NOTE FOR APPLE lies USERS
The System Speed must be set to "normal" and Startup Slot set to the 51/4
inch drive using the Control Panel. Refer to the Owner's Guide for further
instruction.
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GETTING STARTED
When you first boot the SKI CRAZED disk, you will be greeted by the

title pages, the Mount Kilimanjaro Philharmonic Orchestra playing the SKI
CRAZED title song, and then the main menu. To skip the title pages or
silence the band, hit the [ESC]ape key during the title pages or before the
concert.

The main menu provides an on screen joystick centering box to assure
smooth game play. Most joysticks have two trim adjustments, one for each
axis. Move these adjustment devices until "OK" appears in the joystick
centering box.

After you have centered the Joystick use the «- and -* keys to move within
the main menu and use the [RETURN] key to select the desired menu
option.

LESSONS
The first time you hit the slopes, be they real or computer generated, you

will inevitably go to the top, pull on your goggles, and start down—on your
buns! The fact is you just can't get up and ski the first time you try—at least
not until you've had lessons.

The ski pro at Mount Kilimanjaro is named "Jammer". He may look funny,
but you'll learn to respect his knowledge quickly; without him you just can't
ski. Follow his instructions while the red skier demonstrates, and then
try . . . and try again if you fail. You'll quickly become an expert skier.

PLAY THE GAME
Upon selecting the PLAY THE GAME option you will be shown the SKI
CRAZED Performance Chart. To begin play press the space bar or
[BUTTON]-[0] on the joystick. You may return to view your performance
during the game by pressing space bar or [BUTTON]-[1].

Here are eight tips to get you skiing:

1. MOGULS: Moguls are the toughest part of snow skiing and SKI CRAZED.
These little rascals come out of nowhere to trip you up. To pass moguls,
you have to hit them at an angle. Unfortunately, some moguls are better
passed to the right while others are better passed to the left. In SKI
CRAZED the moguls with their backs to you—the bigger ones—have to
be passed by pulling the joystick down. The smaller moguls—that look



farther away—are passed by pushing the joystick up. Make sure when
going through groups of moguls that you don't move the joystick too
late or change position too early. If you are not moving in the correct
direction on a mogul, you will "eat snow".

2. JUMPS: Jumps are harmless in themselves, especially the little ones. But
because people are always packing the snow down where the skiers land,
the jumps can form ice. If in SKI CRAZED you land on an ice patch,
you will "greet the slope". Sometimes there are two patches of ice in
a row, sometimes there is a small spot of good snow between two pat
ches, and sometimes there is no ice at all after a jump. To avoid ice you
must maneuver in mid-air. This is explained in the JUMP TRICKS section.

3. ICE: In SKI CRAZED, ice is only dangerous when you land on it after
a jump. At all other times you can sail over it without a second thought.
To learn how to avoid ice, see the JUMP TRICKS section.

4. SIGNS: Signs warn of danger ahead; at higher levels of difficulty they
do not always appear before disaster. Signs can be passed without any
action and are harmless.

5. FLAGS: Flags appear only in the slalom courses and are treated exactly
the same as moguls. The black flag corresponds to the small, far away
mogul and you have to push up on the joystick to pass it. The white
flag corresponds to the larger, near mogul, and is passed with the joystick
pulled down. Make sure you pay attention to the flag's color.

6. JUMP TRICKS: Jump tricks are both for fun and for avoiding ice at the
bottom of the jumps. You can do three jump tricks: the granny, the
backscratcher, and the daffy. When you go off a large jump, you always
land either in the 3rd, 4th, or 5th space from the jump. The 1st and 2nd
space after a large jump can be ignored as you always fly over them.
The granny always lands in the 3rd position from the jump. To execute
a granny, leave the joystick in a centered position. The granny is a good
move if the 3rd space from a jump is open. The backscratcher and the
daffy are treated the same by SKI CRAZED. By pulling the joystick to
the left, you can do a backscratcher, and to the right, a daffy. These two
moves can land you in the 3rd, 4th, or 5th position from the jump, depen
ding on when the joystick is recentered. To jump to the 3rd space, brief
ly hold the joystick in either position and let go before reaching it. To
go all the way to the 5th space, hold the joystick the entire time you



are airborne, and gravity will land you in the 5th space. You can change
tricks in the air by changing the joystick position. To miss the ice, timing
is crucial.

7. SLOPE LENGTH INDICATOR: The length of the slope is portrayed by
the black box toward the bottom of the screen. Your position, moving
toward the right, is the little white dash in the box. When your dash
reaches the right side of the box, you are at the bottom of the slope.

8. SCORING: There/is no out-and-out "score" in SKI CRAZED, but your
skiing abilities are important. At the bottom of each slope you will be
shown your performance chart. Take as much time as you need to look
at it. The higher your percentages, the farther to the right the bar will
move. The absolute left is zero percent and the farthest right is 100 per
cent. If your percentage is too low to make the tournament, the bar will
be red and to the left of the "passing line". If you scored high enough
to qualify for the tournament, the bar will be green and to the right of
the "passing line". You are allowed 15 falls before tournament disqualifica
tion. When the bar falls below the 15-falls line, your game will end. To
find out about the tournament and qualifying scores, read the Powder
Press Newspaper.

The following are the commands that may be used while playing the game:

1. [CONTROL]-[Q] Quits the game in play and returns to the main menu.

2. [CONTROL]-[R] Restarts the game at the first slope.

3. [ESCJape or [BUTTON]-[0] Pauses the game; [ESC]ape or [BUTTON]-[1]
restarts it. [ESCJape is also used to skip the rest of the small skit playing,
like the death skit, and is used to return you to the main menu from
the Performance Chart.

4. [CONTROL]-[S] Tells the band at the bottom of the slope that it is snow
ing so they won't come out and play.. Pressing [CONTROL]-[S] again
apologizes and brings the band back out.

5. [SPACE BAR] or [BUTTON]-[1] Stops the game wherever you are and
shows you your Performance Chart. The chart will reflect your perfor
mance up to and including the last fall or the bottom of the slope. When
you are through with the score page, restrike the [SPACE BAR] or hit
[BUTTON]-[0] and you return to the game where you left off.
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After you have looked at the opening score page, you can press
[BUTTON]-[0] or the [SPACE BAR] to start your game.

PRACTICE SLALOM
Select this option to practice the Kilimanjaro Slalom and Grand Slalom
courses.

MAKE A SLOPE
After playing SKI CRAZED a while, you may want to create a slope or two
of your own. One of SKI CRAZED's benefits is that you can design your
own slopes—something you can't do at your local ski resort. Select
MAKE-A-SLOPE to load the slope construction set. You will be given a clear
slope on which to place a variety of jumps, moguls, and assorted hazards.
The triangle in the middle of the screen (the cursor) shows the current editing
position on the screen.

COMMANDS TO CUSTOMIZE YOUR SLOPE
1. [«—▶] The left and right arrows move the cursor up or down the slope

in increments of 10 feet. You may not move past 2,000 feet and hazards
may begin 50 feet from the beginning.

2. [ESCJape Pressing the [ESC] returns you to the main menu. MAKE SURE
THE SLOPE IN MEMORY HAS BEEN SAVED OR IT WILL BE
DESTROYED.

3. [J]ump The jump command helps you move rapidly to any position
on the slope. When asked where to jump, type in the desired location
on the hill (foot marker) using the numerical keys and then press
[RETURN].

4. [A]uto The automatic command lets you rapidly place hazards on the
slope by automatically advancing the cursor 10 feet down the slope after
you have placed a hazard. This eliminates the need to use the right ar
row. Tapping [A] once turns auto on; tapping [A] again turns auto off.
Auto will be turned off if you reach the end of the slope.

5. [C]lear The clear function clears the slope and returns you to the 50-foot
marker.



6. [L]oad The load command will unpack previously constructed user
slopes from the disk to be edited. The unpacking process takes a few
seconds.

7. [S]ave The save command will pack and save the slope currently be
ing edited. The packing process may stop if the slope is less than 900-feet
long, if the end marker has not been placed, or if three ice hazards have
been placed in the 3rd, 4th, and 5th spaces from a large jump. (i.e. Large
jump, anything, anything, ice, ice, ice.)The packing pause ensures the
player a place to land safely. Packing a slope may take a few seconds.
You can store up to 10 slopes.

8. [N]ame This function lets you change the name of the slope in memory.
By hitting this key, you can type the slope's new name in the space right
over the slope. You can use the [*-] key to backspace and erase errors.
After you've typed in the new name, hit the [RETURN] key to enter it.
When you save the slope you're working on, the name will be saved
with it.

9. Keys [1] through [9] let you place the following hazards on the slope:

a) SMALL JUMP The [1] key puts a small jump over the cursor posi
tion. A warning will sound and appear on the screen if any of the
following occurs: a jump, mogul, or flag in the position below the
small jump, or if the jump violates a large jump's territory. See the
instructions for a large jump.

b) LARGE JUMP Pressing the [2] key will insert a large jump over the
cursor. A warning will sound if the jump is violating another jump's
space or if a violation of the added jump's space has occurred. Viola
tion of a large jump's space takes place when any jumps, moguls, or
flags are placed within 50 feet (five spaces) downslope of the jump.

c) CLOSE (JOYSTICK DOWN) MOGUL The [3] key will place a mogul
that is passed by pressing the joystick down. A warning will sound
if the mogul is within 50 feet (five spaces) of a large jump or within
20 feet (2 spaces) of a small jump.

d) FAR (JOYSTICK UP) MOGUL The [4] key will place a mogul that
is passed by pushing the joystick up. The same restrictions that apply
to the other mogul also apply to this one.



e) ICE Ice is added to the slope using the [5] key. Ice can be placed
anywhere on the slope, but is only hazardous when put after jumps.
Landing on an ice patch after a jump causes the skier to "face plant".
Three ice patches may not be placed in the 3rd, 4th and 5th posi
tions after a large jump as these are the only places where a skier
can land, and if all are full, whammo! You will be warned of "suicide"
ice placement when trying to save the slope.

f) WARNING SIGNS Warning signs may be placed anywhere on the
slope using the [6] key. They have no impact on the skier. Why, you
ask, if skiers can cruise right by warning signs are they even on the
slopes? They are called "warning signs". Now can you figure it out?

g) BLACK FLAGS By pressing the [7] key, you can put a black flag on
the slope. These hazards not only cause the skier to swerve to one
side, they also keep bugs away. Flags are treated like far moguls and
are passed by pushing up on the joystick.

h) WHITE FLAGS The [8] key puts a white flag on the slope. White
flags are treated the same as black flags except that they are passed
by pressing the joystick down and they don't kill bugs.

i) END-OF-SLOPE MARKERS These markers designate the end of the
slope and are placed with the [9] key. You cannot pass the end-of-
slope markers and must use the [0] key to erase them. Note: You can
not use the [)]ump command when the cursor is under an end-of-
slope marker.

j) BLANK SPACE The [0] key erases the hazard in the position above
the cursor.

ERRORS YOU MIGHT FIND WHEN
MAKING OR SAVING THE SLOPE

ANOTHER JUMP TOO CLOSE: You are trying to put a second jump
either just upslope or just downslope of another. For landing purposes, small
jumps need two spaces after them and large jumps need five.

OBJECTS TOO CLOSE TO JUMP: You are placing a flag or mogul either
within two spaces downslope of a small jump or five spaces downslope
of a large jump. If you wonder why the error, imagine putting a brick wall
across the highway that a car is speeding down!



MOGULS AHEAD OR FLAGS AHEAD: You are trying to put a jump
upslope of a flag or a mogul and that violates the jump's landing space.

OFF THE MOUNTAIN: You are using the [|]ump function either too far
up or too far down the mountain.

LOAD ERROR or SAVE ERROR: Check to make sure that the SKI
CRAZED disk is in Drive 1, label up, drive door closed, not write-protected,
drive is hooked up correctly, power is on, and you have not had a blackout!

SLOPE HAS NO END: You haven't put an end marker anywhere. Place
one between 910 and 2,000 feet.

SLOPE TOO SHORT—MUST BE 900 FEET: You are trying to save a slope
that is shorter than 900 feet; move your END sign down at least to the
910-foot marker.

ICE-PLACEMENT ERROR: You have placed three ice hazards in the 3rd,
4th, and 5th spaces from a large jump. One or more of these spaces must
stay empty or the skier can't land.

SLOPES
The slopes selection on the menu lets you choose between GAME slopes

and the USER slopes. At the beginning of the game, the slopes to be played
are set at GAME slopes. To change this to USER, go to this line on the menu
and hit [RETURN]. It should now say USER after the SLOPES. To toggle back
and forth, continue using the [RETURN] key.

CREDITS
Those who labored

Jason Rubin: Game Play, Graphics and Programming
Andy Gavin: Technical Help, Assistant Programming, Ideas

Those we'd like to thank
Take 1, Danny Schwarz, Moms and Dads
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COPYRIGHT NOTICE

© 1987 JASON RUBIN and ANDY GAVIN
All Rights Reserved

WARNING: THIS SOFTWARE PROGRAM AND MANUAL ARE BOTH
PROTECTED BY U.S. COPYRIGHT LAW UNAUTHORIZED REPRO
DUCTION AND/OR SALES MAY RESULT IN CRIMINAL PENALTIES.
COPYRIGHT INFRINGERS MAY ALSO BE SUBJECT TO CIVIL LIABILITY.

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

APPLE COMPUTER, INC. MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EITHER EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, REGARDING THE ENCLOSED COMPUTER PACKAGE, ITS MER
CHANTABILITY OR ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
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DON'T MISS OUT!
REGISTER TODAY

REGISTRATION BENEFITS
Complete and return the Warranty Registration Card within

thirty (30) days. The postage is paid for your convenience.
Registering your product entitles you to the following services:
1. You may obtain a back-up copy of the disk during a 90 day

period following the date of purchase. A handy Back-up Disk
Order Card is attached.

2. Allows you to replace defective products after the warranty
expires. The attached Replacement Disk Order Card is pro
vided for this purpose.

3. In the event Baudville releases new versions of the product,
you will be contacted by mail and may be eligible to obtain
the new version at a discount.

4. Allows access to product support by calling Baudville at
616-957-3036. Technical assistance is provided only for those
products registered by you.

5. Receive FREE publications from Baudville.



LIMITED WARRANTY
Baudville warrants to the original purchaser only that the diskette

on which the program is recorded will be free of defects under normal
use for a period of ninety (90) days following date of purchase. If a defect
occurs in the diskette during this period, Baudville will replace the
diskette without charge providing you sent in the Warranty Registra
tion card within thirty (30) days of purchase and obtained a return
authorization number by calling Baudville.

Baudville further warrants that this program will perform substan
tially in accordance with the published specifications and authorized
advertising. In the event Baudville is notified, within thirty (30) days
of purchase, of a significant program or documentation error, Baud
ville will correct the problem within a reasonable time. If the problem
cannot be fixed Baudville will provide or authorize a refund.

Except as provided for herein, the entire risk as to the results and
performance of this software program is assumed by you. This war
ranty gives you specific rights and you may also have other rights which
vary from state to state. Baudville's liability shall not in any case ex
ceed the purchase price for the software claimed to be defective.

COPYRIGHT NOTICE
© Copyright 1986 BAUDVILLE
All Rights Reserved

The software program, package design, and instructional material
are reserved by BAUDVILLE. These items are intended for use by the
original owner only. Except for personal use, they may not be reproduced
in any medium, or for any other application, without the prior written
permission of BAUDVILLE.

Commercial applications may require the purchase of a license.
Licensing inquiries should be sent to:

LICENSING DEPT.
Baudville, Inc.
1001 Medical Park Dr., S.E.
Grand Rapids, Ml 49506

WARNING: THIS SOFTWARE PROGRAM AND MANUAL ARE
BOTH PROTECTED BY U.S. COPYRIGHT LAW. UNAUTHORIZED
REPRODUCTION AND/OR SALES MAY RESULT IN CRIMINAL
PENALTIES. COPYRIGHT INFRINGERS MAY ALSO BE SUBJECT TO
CIVIL LIABILITY.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IS PROVIDED TO REGISTERED

USERS WEEKDAYS, 10 AM TO 6 PM EST.
616-957-3036

This warranty supersedes all previous warranty statements, including any warranties
appearing in other program documentation.
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BAUDVILLE
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WARRANTY REGISTRATION CARD

YOU MUST RETURN THIS CARD TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR
PRODUCT SUPPORT AND PROGRAM UPDATES

NAME.
ADDRESS.
C I T Y S T A T E Z I P .
P H O N E ( ) P U R C H A S E D A T E
PLACE PURCHASED
C O M P U T E R M A K E & M O D E L □ 4 8 K □ 6 4 K □ 1 2 8 K

D256K D512K
P R I N T E R I N T E R F A C E
I N P U T D E V I C E ( b r a n d ) ( i . e . t o u c h p a d , l i g h t p e n ,

mouse, graphics tablet.)
HOW DID YOU HEAR ABOUT THIS PROGRAM?
□ STORE □ ADVERTISING IN
REASON FOR PURCHASING THIS PROGRAM?
□ H O M E □ B U S I N E S S □ S C H O O L

BACK-UP DISK ORDER CARD
You may purchase a back-up copy of your program by sending this certificate along with
your payment to BAUDVILLE. (Registered owners only.) Jl Q Q FV fi\ «$
N A M E ^ * ? ^ 1
ADDRESS
C I T Y S T A T E Z I P
P H O N E ( )
DISK SIZE: □ 31/2" □ 51/4" Alternate disk size not available for all programs.
PAYMENT: □ Check/Money Order □ MasterCard □ Visa
C A R D N U M B E R E X P I R E S
COST: $10.00 (Shipping & Handling Included)
SIGNATURE

REPLACEMENT DISK ORDER CARD
You may purchase a replacement disk by sending this certificate along with your damaged
disk and payment to BAUDVILLE.
NAME
ADDRESS
C I T Y S T A T E Z I P
P H O N E ( )
PAYMENT: □ Check/Money Order □ MasterCard □ Visa
C A R D N U M B E R E X P I R E S
COST: $12.50 (Shipping & Handling Included)
S I G N A T U R E ' _
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SKI
SEASON

SCHUSSES
IN

The new ski season is rushing at
us with breakneck speed. But we
at Kilimanjaro are ready! We have
14 new slopes on four different
mountains open for your skiing
pleasure. And as we have just
cleared ten more slopes for the
slope-construction area, you canorder any combination of obstacles
you want. How's that for service?
Most important, we have prepped

our toughest mountain, the
tournament slope Ooh La La. We
shake in our Solomons just
thinking of it.

You skiers with the will, power,
and skill to ski all 14 new slopes,
falling fewer than 14 times, will
have the first leg up on challenging
Ooh La La. But contestants must
also collect 70% fall average-
meaning they get down an average
of 70% of the slopes before biting
the drift.

Now if that's not tough enough,
Ooh La La challengers must get
75% of the way down that slalom.
And, at dusk when depth
perception is the worst, they must
finally negotiate their way down at
least 40% of the run known as the
Grand Slalom.

Any skier sweet enough to pass
all those tests wins the ultimate
honor of skiing Ooh La La. To
make it that far is to win the
tournament; to fail is to visit that
great ski lodge in the ski.

GETTING STARTED
So now, dudes and dudettes,

you 've ar r ived at Mount
Kilimanjaro. And for openers, if
you're a wimp, you can go sign
up for lessons. But if you've got
grit, just sit back and hear what a
Powder Press pro has to say.
Piece of advice number one: bang
that RETURN key on the "Play
Game" option and prepare to
enter hell!

Glance briefly at your scores,
and then, fellow ski crazies, go for
it! Off the lift and down the slope.
See those moguls coming? There
are two sizes and you better make
it around both or you'll surely face
plant.

To avoid the big moguls, just
pull the back of your skis out of
the screen like you're pulling a
joystick down. For the little
bumps, jam your skis into the
screen like you're pulling the
joystick up. As soon as you hear
the click of your skis, you'll know
you've survived that mogul.

And you better have your
joystick in the right position as
you pass the moguls or plan on
biting the slope. But remember
that while riding the straight
patches between moguls, you can
have your stick in any position
because it can't trip you up then.

As for the jumps, just go off
them. If you push the stick to the
right, you'll do certain stunts; to
the left; a few other stunts. Let

go to come back to earth. Jumps
come in two types just like
moguls: bigs and littles. Littles are
pure cool—no danger, all fun.
Bigs are even better—but if you
land on ice, you're frozen meat.

When you get to the slalom
slopes, just slide down them. But
you have to push up to escape
those up-arrow gates and you do
have to push down to miss the
down-arrow gates. Piece of cake.

SOME INSIDE HINTS
1. Learn to anticipate because reacting
won't be fast enough. In other words,
plan ahead. If you see a mogul coming,
hold your joy stick up until you're past
it. That way you don't have to make any
jerky moves that might mess your hair
up.
2. Listen for the clicking of skis. When
you go over a mogul, your skis will
click together. At that sound, get ready
for your next bump.
3. Keep your eyes peeled down the slope
and know what's coming. That way
nothing can surprise you.
4. If the band gets stupid, turn them off
by holding down the [control] key and
typing [S]. When the sound is soft, you
can't hear the band.

SOME OBITUARIES TO AVOID
Skier obliterated by placing jumps too

close.
Ski Crazed player last seen soaring off

the mountain after he put his [J]ump
function too far down slope.

Crowd gathers to watch flying skier
who can never land because he put ice
hazards in spaces 3, 4, and 5 after a large
jump.

Skier discovers the Eternal Run by
forgetting to place his end marker
anywhere.
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All the thrills and none of the chills.
You're at the prestigious Kilimanjaro Annual International Skiing Tournament. You've
fought your way through twelve grueling downhill slopes. Two devilish slalom
courses. And more moguls, ice hazards, jumps, gates and spills than you can shake
a joystick at.

Now you face the fifteenth and final slope: the dreaded "Ooh La La." It's all...or
nothing. Heart pounding, sweat on your forehead, butterflies swarming underneath
your sweater, you push off!

Ski Crazed brings mountain madness to your monitor. All the excitement, hair-
raising stunts, and fun. And none of the lines, lift charges, frostbite or fractures.

Plus when you've beaten the best on the Ooh La La, you can make a real beast
with Ski Crazed's slope creator.

You've already conquered slopes, slicks,
jumps and bumps. But you de-fog your
goggles and light out for the lift. Because
you're out to challenge the mountains at
their meanest! You're...SKI CRAZED!

h^tm^
One-up Mother Nature and desisn treach
erous new courses that will put you and
your friends to the ultimate test.

Screen likenesses created with 816/Paint on Apple IIgs.
Ski Crazed runs on Apple" IIgs, Me, lie, 11+ with 64K
Joystick required.
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.
Animation graphics created with Take 1 and Program
mer's Toolkit by Baudville.

♦ "84352"40701

Jason Rubin and Andy Gavin, creators of Ski Crazed.

Hacker Jack:
The Spirit Lives On.
Jason Rubin and Andy Gavin caught the
Hacker Jack spirit the day they booted their
first Apples. Developing Ski Crazed was
only a matter of time.

Born in a snowstorm, it's only natural that
Jason Rubin would grow up loving to ski.
The madcap creator of Ski Crazed's graph
ics, Rubin is a student at Walt Whitman HS
in Bethesda, MD.

Starting with a II + , Andy Gavin has been
programming since 1981 - and he's already
achieved his first goal: publishing a pro
gram at the same age (or younger) as his
hero, Will Harvey. Gavin attends Langley HS
in McLean, VA.

Who is Hacker Jack? Someone with an idea,
a machine, a dream. Who knows? Maybe
someone like you.

If you've devel
oped a program
you'd like to see
published, write
or call Baudville,
1001 Medica l Park ^
Dr., S.E., Grand Rapids,
Ml 49506, (616) 957-3036
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